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Abstract- 'I 'he elTect of preS9ure (over 150.0(1(1 al In) h,, ~ hel'n l11eosltr"d on the Apectro of twenty
six nlknli halide phosphors, including nine t1npl'd wilh 'I'l l, two doped wilh In+, twelve dopcd 
with Pb++, two doped with Cu++ lind one duped wit h lIi l ll·. "In", fnr Ihe TI ~ doped phosphors 
depends very strongly on the crystal structure oml vcry little, if \lny, on the halide ion involved, 
which is consistent with the Seitz model. The In+ dopcd phosphors hehave lil<e the TI+ analogs. 
For the Pb++ phosphors, the shift of vm." depends ,'cry st rongly on the hoI ide ion, ond only inci-
dentolly on the lattice structure. This is consistent with the complex model. 

INTRODUCTION 

TlIIS work is concerned with the efTect of pressure 
on the A absorption band due to the presence (If 
low concentrations of impurities such as tlwil illlll 
and lead in alkali halide crystals. Since irradiat i()n 
in this band is directly responsible for the occllr
renee of luminescence in these crystals, this is a 
study of the effect of pressure on the luminescent 
center. 

Two models have been advanced to explain the 
nature of the luminescent center in alkali halide 
phosphors: 

l One of these, commonly called the Seit;.: 
", ' model, (1) pictures the luminescence process as 

being confined to the internal transition of I he 
valence eleetron(s) of the impurity ion from the 

, ISo to the aPl states, perturbed by the crystall ine 
field of the lattice. One would expect such a model 
to be strongly dependent upon the structure of the 
bulk crystals, but relatively independent of the 
nature of the nearest neighbor halide ions. 

The other model, called the complex ion 
modcl,(2-5) pictures the luminescence process as 
being an electron transition within a tightly bound 
impurity-halide ion complex. Here one would 
expect the system to be a strong function of the 

• This work was supported in port by AEC Controet 
AT(11-1)-67, Ch.E. Project S. 

nature of the hound halide ions, but relatively in
dependent of the st ructure of the bulk crystal. 

The phosphors studied and the techniques used 
tn sy nthesize them are shown in Table 1. The 
Illelting procedllre is a simplified Kyropoulos 
method. (G) The gri nding technique is similar to 
that llsed by dentists for mixing dental filling com
pounds. Press fusing consists of compressing the 
sample to around 15,000 atm on the anvil of a 
cylindrical tube type press. 

The high pressure optical system used is that of 
Fitch at al. (7) At 1 atm, the absorption spectra of 
impurity ions in alkali halides have been measured 
by severnl investiga tors over the past 25 years. 
J-Iowever, the literature in the field is by no means 
complete, so that for some of the materials studied, 
it was necessary to measure the I-atm spectra. 
In Table 2 are listed the I-atm peak frequency of 
the A band for all of the impurity activated alkali 
hnlides used in this investigation. Where no refer
ence is given in column four, the I-atm spectra 
were first measured here. 

The effect of pressure on the spectra of the A 
band in twenty-six different alkali halide phosphors 
is shown in Figs. 1-9. Typical sets of experi
mental points arc shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The 
maximum pressure attained on each phosphor is 
shown in column five of Table 2. The results, 
except for KDr:Di (Fig. 5) are discussed below. 
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Pho· r hor 

Impurity KI :1'1 for 
cnnc~ntrntion study 

o \/,1 O'2KlJr :1'1 

o ~Kf '0'4Kllr:TI 

0-4 KIO ·6KOr:TI 

o· 21<1/0'8KDr:TI 

.<:1:1'1 

.nr:TI 

IIr :,!,1 C. 
Itl ,nr:TI 

1:'1'1 

CI:Pb 

IlIr:l'b 

I:Pb 

KC 'I:Pb 

KD r:Pb 

Kl :Pb 

RI ,CI:Pb 

Rb Br:Pb 

IU ,1:l'b 

II 

Table 1. Phosphor crystals 

Startin!t material s Source 
Preparntive procedure(s) 

Host 
Impurity crystal Host Impurity 

Sin!tlc crystal KI :1'1 I fnrshaw Chemical Co. Melting (impurity dilution) 
(0 '1-0'2% ) and press fusing 

Single crystal KI :1'1 nnd Harshaw Chemical Co. Melting, press fusing 
KOr:TI 

Single crystal KI :TI and Hnrshaw Chemical Co. Melting, press fusing 
KOr:TI 

Single crystal KI :TI .and Hnrshnw Chemical Co. Melting, prcss fusing 
KBr:TI 

Single crystnl KI :1'1 and I {nrshaw Chemical Co. Melting, press fusing 
KUr:TI 

Single- Chemica lly llarshnw Fairmount Grinding press fusing 
crystal purc TICI Chem. Co. Chem. Co. 
NnCI 
ChemicalJy ChemicalJy Schaar Co. Fairmount Melting, press fusing 
pure NoDr pureTICI Chem. Co. 
Single crystal Csllr :TI Harshaw Chemical Co. None 
Chemically Chemically A.D. Mackay, Fairmount Melting, press fusing 
pure RbDr pure1'ICI Inc. Chem. Co. 
Chemically Chemically A. D. Mackay, Fairmount Melting, press fusing 
pure RbI pureTICI Inc. Chem.Co. 
Single ChernicalJy Harshaw Allied Melting, press fusing 
crystal NaCI pure PbCI2 Chern. Co. Chern. and 

Dye 
Chemically Chernically Schaar Co. Allied Melting, press fusing 
pure NaBr purePbCI2 Chem.and 

Dye 
Single Chemically Harshaw Allied Grind together, press fusing 
crystal NaI purePbCl2 Chem.Co. Chern. and 

Dye 
Single crystal KCl :Pb Dr. A. B. Scott, Oregon State None 

College 
Single Chemically Harshaw Allied Melting, press fusing 
crystal KCI purePbCI, Chern. Co. Chern. and 

D ye 
Single Chemically Harshaw Allied Melting, press fusing 
crystal KBr pure PbCh Chem. Co . Chcm. and 

D ye 
Single Chemicall y Harshaw Allied Melting, press fusing 
crystal KI pure PbCI2 Chern. Co. Chem. and 

D ye 
Chemically Chemical ly A. D . Mackay, Allied Grind together, press fusing 
pure RbCI purePbCi2 Inc. Chern. and 

Dye 
Chemically Chemically A. D. Mackay, Allied Melting, press fusing 
pure RbBr purePbC12 Inc. Chern. and 

Dye 
Chemically Chemically A. D. Mackay, Allied Melting, press fusing 
pure RbI pure PbC12 Inc. Chem. and Grind together, press fusing 

Dye 

-
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Table 1. Phosphor crystals-( continued) 

Starting materia I ~ Source 
Phosphor 

Host 
lmpliri ty Crystal lIost Impurity 

-
I CsI :Pb Single Chl'l11ll',1i h· I ["r,haw Allied 

crystal CsI plIrl' I'ht ' I2 I Chl'm. Co. 'hem, and 
Dye 

CsCI:Pb Chemically CI1<'111 1<:;11 I y Fisher .\1Ii cd 
pureCsCI Pl"'<' 1'1>('1 2 Scil'nt ific Co. Chcl1l. and 

D ye 
NII1IJr:Pb Chemically 'hl'll1ic lll y ,\lI i('(\ " Ili, '(1 

pure NH1I1r plirc I'hCI 2 ( 'h"Ill , and ( 'h"Il1. and 
Dyt' .1)yc 

KCI:ln Single crystal KCI :In Dr. F. E, \villi"Ill~, 
Gl'IH:ral Electri .. l'o . 

KBr:ln Single Chemically J [ar, haw ,\ . D. 
crystal KBr purc In Chcll1. Co. J\1ackay, Inc, 

KBr:Di Single Chemically IInrshaw Allicd 
crystal KDr pure DiCIa Chern. Co. Chern. and 

Dye 
KCI:Cu Single Chemically Harshaw Mallinkrodt 

crystal KCI pureCuCI2 Chern. Co. Chern, Co. 
KBr:Cu Single Chemically Harshaw Mallinkrodt 

crystal KBr pureCuCh Chern. Co. Chern. Co. 

DISCUSSION 

The effect of pressure orl the TI+ iOll ill all~ali halide 
lat [ices 

t500 

-2500 

Preparative procedure(s) 

Melting, press fusing 

Melting, press fusing 

Melting, press fusing 

None 

Melting, press fusing 

Melting, press fusing 

Melting, press fusing 

Melting, press fusing 

The effect of pressure on the spectra of the A 
band in ten alkali halides activated with thallium 
has been measured to as high as 158,000 atm. In 
five cases (NaI:TI, KCI:Tl, Kilr:Tl, KI:Tl and 
CsI :TI) the data have been reported previously. (13) 

The data on the other five phosphors (NaCl :Tl, 
NaDr:Tl, RbDr:Tl, RbI:Tl and CsDr:Tl) are 
shown in Fig. 1. For those phosphors which 
crystallize in the sodium chloride strllcture (face
centred cubic), the shift with increasing pressure 
is to lower energy. On the other hand, for lhm:;e 
which crystallize in the cesium chlori de st ructure 
(simple cubic), up to 15,000 atm a shift to 
higher energy is observed. At higher pressures 
the shift is to lower energy. A plot of the initial 
frequency shift vs. pressure for these crystals 
(see Fig. 2) reveals two important facts. In the 
first place, the shift is strongly dependent upon 
the crystal structure, or in other words, the 
impurity center is dependent upon the bulk 
crystallirle field. On the other hand, no significant 

50 100 150 
P (ATM. X 10-3) 

FIG. 1. "A" peak frequency vs. pressure-five alkali 
halides activated by Tl+ . 

dependence upon the nearest neighbor halides is 
observed. For example, similar shifts are observed 
for KI :TI, KEr :Tl and KCI :T1. Thus the halide 
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Table 2. Sp 
tion 

Crystal 

NaCI 
NaBr 
NaI 
KCI 
KBr 
KI 
RbBr 
RbI 
CsJlr 
CsI 
0·8K1 /0·2K 
O·6KI/O·4K 
O·4Kl /0·6K 
O·2Kl/O·8K 
KCI 
KBr 
KBr 
NaCl 
NaDr 
Nul 
KCl 
KBr 
KI 
!tbCI 
RhDr 
RbI 
CsCI 
CsI 
NI-LIBr 
NH,II 
KCI 

KBr 

ions next 
turbation ( 
This is cc 
consistent 

At pha 
potassium 
continuoul 
observed. 
alkali iod 
alkali bror 
lated to th 
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.' /<.)(: (1 11'1 11 flf /110 "A" I/(//ld (/".01/1 -
'"' /,1 illi/illl ilit'.f til lil/ltili /ttl/trip 

I _ I 
Cly sla s 

-. ..:: 

I Impurity 
Peak Ref. Mn x. 

....... , (A) No. pressurc 
(ntm. ) 

--I . - - -
T hallium 2540 8 50000 
Thallium 2670 8 127000 

• Ii' TI II ' 2930 8 50000 . I 111 lum 

• I 
Thallium 2475 8 50000 I Thallium 2610 8 130000 , I. 
Thllilium 2870 8 129500 .I 
Thallium 2590 8 94000 1 .• lIt 
Thallium 2HliO H 1 I ()OOO 

I" 
'1'hnllillm 21i]0 8 15HOOO • I 

.1 Thnlliulll 2<)1)0 H I I HO()O 
11\ 11I·21(11r Thllil illin 2HSH - 12'1000 
", (H I<IIr ']'hnllium 2H:l6 - 50000 

11\ / (»II /Wr Thallium 2HIO - SOO()O 
:1\ / (J ·R/(lJr ,[,hllilium 2708 - SOOOO 

1\('/ Indium 2H1S <) 120S()O 

I\ lIr Indium 29:JO 10 13100!) 

,, "r Bismuth 3712 - 114000 
'ill' I L ead 2740 11 13 10()O 
.'i. II r Lend 3040 11 111 SilO 
'i. I L cnd 3578 - SOOI)! ) 
1\(1 Lend 2730 11 14()()1l0 

"lIr L end 3020 11 170()1 )() 
1\ 1 Lead 3542 - 130SUll 
HhCI Lend 2720 11 S()()()() 

I(hllr L end 3004 - 12( 01)() 
I{bl Lead 3541 - SOO() 
C~CI Lead 2849 - 89000 
C~ I Lead 3705 - 50000 
NH4IJr Lead 3077 - 143000 
Nl141 Lead 3580 - 1 
KCI Copper 2650 12 50000 

(ic) 
KDr Copper 2650 12 117000 

(ic) 

-

ions next to the impurity produce at most a per
turbation on the system, but not a first-order effect. 
This is consistent with the Seitz model, but in
consistent with the complex ion model. 

At phase transitions, such as occur in the 
potassium halides at around 20,000 atm, a dis
continuous shift in the A-band frequency is 
observed. These shifts are to lower energies for the 
alkali iodides and to higher energies for the 
alkali bromides or chJorides. This is possibly re
lated to the much stronger spin-orbital interaction 

ellY~ II S 1/ TI'E II",C I STRUCTU'lE 

P. v,rM.) 

_~ a:z;;:n 
Rb I! 11 

CRYSTALS IN THE e,cl STRucrURE 

C,Br oTt .---

P. ( ATM.l 

Fro. 2. Initilll frequcncy ~ hift vs. pre~~lIre-tcn nll<nli 
h nlitles lIetivllteu hy TI ~. 

of the iodide ion , compared to the chloride or 
bromide. 

A study wag m" r\e to determine if varying the 
impuri ty COt1(;C ll lral ion afl"ccted the pressure shift 
or thc im purily gpectra. Thallium activated potas
sium iod ide, in conccnlrations from 2 x 10- 1 per 
cent lo 4 x 10- 3 per cent was used for the ·study. 
No dcpe ndence on concentration was observed. 

Measurements have been made of the spectra 
of sevcral mixed crystals of potassium bromide and 
potassium iodide, activated by thallium, and of the 
effect of pressure on this spectra. The spectral 

~.ar Tl 

FIG. 3. The effec t of pressure on A-band spectra in 
mixed crysta ls of KI:TI and KDr:TI. 
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position of the A band at 1 atm. in these mixed 
crystals is tabulated in Table 2. It can be seen that 
in the mixed crystals, the iodide ion is a much 
stronger perturbing force than the bromide ion, 
since the mixcd crystal spectra arc di splaced to
wards KI:Tl. This is to be expected , since the 
iodide ion is both larger and more polar i ~ahle than 
the bromide ion. 

The effect of pressure on these mixed crystals 
is shown in Fig. 3. A gradual change in the magni
tude of the transition discontinuity occurs, pro
ceeding from KI :TI to KDr :TI in a regular 
manner. 

�000'r-------~---------r--------, 

800 

800 

400 

200 

• • 

-800 

-800'L-~~--·5~------~100~------.r.1 0 
P (ATM X 10") 

FIG . 4. "A" peak frequency vs. pressure-KCl:In; 
KBr:ln (KCl:Tl shown for comparison); data points 

are for KCl:In. 

The effect of pressure on the In+ ion itt all~ali halide 
lattices 
Studies have also been made of t he effect of 

pressure on the spectra of the A b~ nd ill potassium 
chloride and potassium bromide activated by in
dium (see Fig. 4). The shifts are similar to those for 
thallium, but greater in magnitude. This difference 
can possibly be attributed to the difference in 
ground state force constant of the two impurity 
ions. 

The effect of pressure on the lead ion in alkali halide 
lattices 
The effect of pressure on the spectra of the A 

band in twelve alkali halides activated with lead 

'}a 
~~ 

I 

:~ 
-500 I 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• 
o 50 100 

P. (ATM. X 10'~) 

FIG. 5. "A" peok frequency VB. pressure-KDr:Di. 

has been measured to as high as 170,000 atm. The 
systems studied and the pressure range for each 
are given in Table 2. The data arc shown in Figs. 
6-8. In general, the frequency of the band initially 
shifts to higher energy, except at phase transitions. 
Then, at very high pressures the shift reverses and 
moves to lower energy. It is believed that the ten
dency to shift to higher energy may be connected 

+1500'r-------~------~-r--------, 

+1000 

+500 

-500 

-I 

o 

" "" "'--esel' Pb --- . --
50 . 100 I~ 

P(AT'" X 10") 

FIG. 6. "A" peak frequency VS . pressure-fout •• 
chlorides activated by Pb++. 
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\I ilh the prcsencc of a bound vacancy, adjoining 
the didcnt impurity (it has been shown that sllch 
ncancics arc usually completely bound to the im
purityatoms(l4»). 

It can be seen that the initial frequency shift 
\'crsuS pressure for these crystals follows q'ui'te a 
differcnt pattern from the thallium data di scussed 
.OO,·c. In the first place, the shift is strongly de
pendent upon the nature of die nearest neighbor 

,~ 
I /RbBI' :Pb 

I ' 

V 

50 100 
P(ATM X 10-) 

FlO. 7. "A" peak frequency VB. pressure-four alkali 
bromides activated by Pb++. 

halide ions; a dependence, moreover, which is con
sistent throughout the four cation systems studied. 
On the other hand, there is no significant difrt:rcncc 
between those crystals in the cesium chloride 
structure (the cesium halides) and those in the 
sodium chloride structure (the others). This is 
consistent with the complex ion model, but incon
sistent with the Seitz model. This is also in agree
ment with the findings of FREDERICKS and SCOTT(15) 

that the mobile lead-containing center in trans
ference measurements on these cr.ystals is nega
tively charged, and must therefore be a complex 
containing halide ions. 

It should be noted here that a shift to lower 
energy occurs for all alkali halide phosphors, re
gardless of impurity or of crystal structure, given 
sufficiently high pressure. At these very high 
pressures, the system is compressed to the point 
where the repulsive energy is probably the domin
ant contribution to the crystal energy in the ground 

o 50 100 1!lO 
P (ATM X 10-» 

F lO. 8. "A" peak frequency vs. pressure-four alkoli 
iodides activated by Pb++. 

state. This repulsive energy is very sensitive to 
changes in the lattice constant. The excited state 
probably has a flatter curve of energy vs. lattiee 
constant than the ground state. Thus the energy 

.,0 

+5 

-500 

o 

FlO. 9. 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ KBI' :Cu (Jc) 

o 
P (ATM x 10-3) 

"2500 A" peak frequency VS. pressure 
KCl :Cu(ic) 8Jld KBr:Cu(ic). 
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of the ground state would increase with pressure 
more rapidly than the excited state encrgy, causing 
a lowering of the transition energy. 

The l'.Uecl of pressure 011 tlte copper 1011 il/. allwli 
halide lallices 

Expcriment~ with both cuprous and cupric ion 
impurity in alkali halides confirm the findings of 
BOIlSMAN and DEKEYSER(lO) to the cR'cct that the 
absorption band at approximately 2500 A is caused 
by copper in thc cupric statc. This band has bccn 
studicd as a function of prcssurc to 117,000 ;llln 

in potassium bromidc and to 50,000 atm in potas
sitlln chloride (sec Fig. 9). Very similar shirts occur 
in the two cases; strongly to highcr encrgy except 
at phasc transitions. This leads to thc conclusion 
that thc band rcsults from an almost completely 
intcrn,,1 transition, probably bctwcen d electron 
levels split by the crystal ficld. 
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